Jsmu research society successful conducted the Annual Research symposium- ARS(oral research presentation & poster competition) under the banner of JSMU student council in collaboration of Department of community Medicine ,SMC on 21st Feb 2020 at JSMU Main campus. In this research Symposium 71 posters (both undergraduate & postgraduate category) were presented by participants from different institute of Karachi.

The aim of this research symposium was to provide the platform for new researchers from across the country & to established the quality health education.

Results of annual research symposium.

#undergraduate posters competition:
- 1st- Arisha Rehan (final year MBBS -SMC)
- 2nd - Aisha siddique (final year MBBS-SMC)
- 3rd- Syeda aqeela Zehra (final year MBBS - SMC)

#postgraduate poster competition:
- 1st - Dr Angabeen anjum from ZU
- 2nd - Dr waqaruddin Sheroze from KMDC

#undergraduate oral research presentation:
- 1st (shared) - Youksal khan & Javeria Khan

#postgraduate oral research presentation:
- 1st - Dr Irtiza Ahmed Bhatti